Protein surface salt bridges and paths for DNA wrapping.
The organization of large regions of DNA on the surface of proteins is critical to many DNA 'transactions', including replication, transcription, recombination and repair, as well as the packaging of chromosomal DNA. Recent thermodynamic and structural studies of DNA binding by integration host factor indicate that the disruption of protein surface salt bridges (dehydrated ion pairs) dominates the observed thermodynamics of integration host factor binding and, more generally, allows the wrapping of DNA on protein surfaces. The proposed thermodynamic signature of wrapping with coupled salt bridge disruption includes large negative salt-concentration-dependent enthalpy, entropy and heat capacity changes and smaller than expected magnitudes of the observed binding constant and its power dependence on salt concentration. Examination of the free structures of proteins recently shown to wrap DNA leads us to hypothesize that a pattern of surface salt bridges interspersed with cationic sidechains provides a structural signature for wrapping and that the number and organization of salt bridges and cationic groups dictate the thermodynamics and topology of DNA wrapping, which in turn are critical to function.